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ABSTRACT

1

Background: Security regressions are vulnerabilities introduced
in a previously unaffected software system. They often happen as
a result of source code changes (e.g., a bug fix) and can have severe
effects.
Aims: To increase the understanding of security regressions. This
is an important step in developing secure software engineering.
Method: We perform an exploratory, mixed-method case study
of Mozilla. First, we analyze 78 regression vulnerabilities and 72
bug reports where a bug fix introduced a regression vulnerability
at Mozilla. We investigate how developers interact in these bug
reports, how they perform the changes, and under what conditions they introduce regression vulnerabilities. Second, we conduct
five semi-structured interviews with as many Mozilla developers
involved in the vulnerability-inducing bug fixes.
Results: Software security is not discussed during bug fixes. Developers’ main concerns are the complexity of the bug at hand and
the community pressure to fix it. Moreover, developers do not to
worry about regression vulnerabilities and assume tools will detect
them. Indeed, dynamic analysis tools helped finding around 30% of
regression vulnerabilities at Mozilla.
Conclusions: These results provide evidence that, although tool
support helps identify regression vulnerabilities, it may not be
enough to ensure security during bug fixes. Furthermore, our results
call for further work on the security tooling support and how to
integrate them during bug fixes.
Data and materials: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6792317

Fixing bugs is an essential task for developers. Overall, developers
spend 45–80% of their time and effort looking for, understanding,
and fixing bugs [2, 13, 52].
However, some fixes either do not solve the problem completely
or even introduce new issues [51], namely regression bugs [9].
Regression bugs occur as an unintended consequence of program
changes [41] and happen whenever a software functionality that
previously worked no longer works as planned. For instance, a
software system may become vulnerable after a bug fix due to a
vulnerability introduced by the bug fixing change itself. A software
vulnerability is a security flaw, glitch, or weakness found in software
code that could be exploited by an attacker [16] to cause harm to
the stakeholders of a software system [29].
Mozilla Foundation [26] is a free software community that uses,
develops, spreads, and supports Mozilla products, most notably the
Firefox web browser. Mozilla gives significant importance to the security of its applications. For instance, one of their principles is that
“individuals’ security and privacy on the internet are fundamental
and must not be treated as optional” [23]. Yet, security vulnerabilities still affect their products and users. In 2019, Mozilla rushed
out a new version of Firefox to fix a critical regression vulnerability
introduced with Mozilla’s 12-patch security update [50]. A Mozilla
developer said: “we fixed [bug] 431260, which was not really a
security problem, and we introduced this bug, which probably is.
Perhaps we need to be more picky about what we land on branch.”
Many vulnerabilities have been introduced as regressions [1, 14, 49]
and put the names of big companies, such as Microsoft and Apple,
under the spotlight [51]. To overcome this phenomenon, one should
check the application’s security after each source code change [41],
including during bug fixes.
The reasons behind regression bugs can be many. For instance,
Yin et al. [51] stated that time pressure can cause developers to
not think cautiously enough while under a very tight schedule.
Time pressure may also prevent testers from conducting thorough
regression tests before releasing the fix. In addition, fixing bugs
usually has a narrow focus (e.g., removing the bug) compared to,
e.g., the development of new features. As such, the developers fixing
a bug may regard fixing the target bug as the sole objective and
accomplishment to be evaluated by their manager. Therefore, they
may pay significantly more attention to the bug itself than the
correctness of the rest of the system.
Moreover, ideally, the developers fixing a bug should be the ones
with the most knowledge about the related code. In reality, this
may not always be the case. Nevertheless, vulnerabilities are conceptually different than traditional bugs [10]. It is challenging to
keep software systems permanently secure as changes either in
the system itself or in its environment may cause new threats and
software vulnerabilities [19]. Thus, we need specific evidence to
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be able to understand and tackle regression vulnerabilities. To
the best of our knowledge, there is still no study that investigates
regression vulnerabilities, specifically how, why, and under which
circumstances they are introduced. Therefore, it is necessary to
investigate the circumstances that lead to the introduction of regression vulnerabilities during bug fixes, and why such fixes are
marked as successful, i.e., the vulnerabilities are not detected when
the fixes are reviewed.
In this paper, we present an exploratory, mixed-method case
study we conducted to investigate regression vulnerabilities. We
focused on Mozilla as the subject of our study, because of the availability of its development data, the widespread popularity of its
products, and its focus on security.
First, we investigated the bug reports of regression vulnerabilities introduced in Mozilla through bug fixes. We identified these
cases by selecting reports marked as security issues and with their
‘regressed by’ tag filled-in.1 In total, we investigated 78 regression vulnerabilities to answer why, how, and in which situations
developers introduced them. We performed a qualitative analysis of
both the bug fix and the regression vulnerability, including commit
messages and bug reports’ comments.
In the second part of our study, we conducted five semi-structured
interviews with as many Mozilla developers, who were involved in
the bug fixes we investigated in the first part. Each interview lasted
30 minutes and strengthened our understanding of the reasons why
regression vulnerabilities were introduced during fixes.
Our results show that a total of 72 bug fixes introduced the 78
regression vulnerabilities we investigated. Security was not a concern in the comments of these bug fixes: Developers only discussed
the potential security impact of the bug fix in 5 out of the 72 reports.
Concerning regression vulnerabilities, our findings highlight that
most vulnerabilities were caused by structural or resource defects:
34 bug fixes impacted the structure or the organization of the code
(e.g., moved a functionality from one module to another), while
16 concerned the misuse of memory resources (e.g., buffer copy
without checking input’s size - CWE-120 [39]). The primary source
of detection of regression vulnerabilities is Mozilla’s users (30 out of
the 79 analyzed regression vulnerabilities). However, dynamic analysis tools, such as address sanitizers [24], also played a fundamental
role in detecting regression vulnerabilities. The interviewees confirmed the importance of the tools, yet recognized their limitations
and need for improvement.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We describe the Mozilla’s bug fixing process and summarize relevant literature on software security and the bug fixing process.

2.1

Mozilla’s bug fixing process

Bug reports: As its main bug tracking system, Mozilla uses Bugzilla,
a web-based general-purpose bug tracking system [27]. Bugs are

1 In

2018, Mozilla introduced a field (regressed by) into their bug tracking system
Bugzilla [27]. Mozilla uses the mozregression tool [20] to automatically find regression
ranges. Once the change set which caused the regression has been identified, the
Regressed by field is set to the id of the bug associated with the change-set (i.e.,
the regression inducing bug fix). Every regressed by information is confirmed by
Mozilla’s developers, providing more confidence in the regression data.
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organized by type to make it easier to (1) perform triage, (2) assign a bug to a developer, and (3) understand a release’s quality. A
bug report can be labeled as a ‘defect’ (regression, crash, security
vulnerability, and any other reported issue), ‘enhancement’ (new
feature, UI improvement, and any other request for user-facing
enhancements to the product, not engineering changes), or ‘task’
(refactoring, removal, replacement, and any other engineering task).
All types need triage decisions from engineers or product managers.
Mozilla states that distinguishing between defects and tasks is important to understand code quality and reduce defects introduced
while working on new features or fixing existing defects [25].
Regressions: Mozilla defines a regression as a ‘defect’ introduced
by a change [22]. For instance, for regression bugs reported in
Mozilla-Central (the main development tree for Firefox), the policy
is to tag the bug as a regression, identify the commits causing the
regression, then mark the bugs associated with those commits as
causing the regression. Mozilla uses the mozregression tool [20] to
find regression ranges. The tool uses a binary search algorithm for
quickly determining the changeset range corresponding to when a
problem was introduced. Until the changeset causing the regression
has been found through mozregression or another bisection tool,
the bug is also tagged as ‘regression-window-wanted’. Once the
changeset which caused the regression is identified, the previous
keyword is removed and the ‘Regressed by’ field is set to the id of
the bug associated with the changeset. Setting the ‘Regressed by’
field updates the ‘Regresses’ field in the regression-inducing bug.
In addition, a ‘needinfo’ tag is set for the author of the regressing
patch, asking them to fix/revert the change. Mozilla’s developers
confirm every ‘Regressed by’ value.
Software vulnerabilities: Mozilla considers a bug as a security
bug when it has been reported as security-sensitive in Bugzilla
and received a security rating. According to Mozilla guidelines [45],
all security bugs should be reported as private, making the process
for patching them slightly different than the usual process for fixing a bug. A security-sensitive bug in Bugzilla means that all its
information, except its ID number, are hidden. This includes the
title, comments, reporter, assignee, and CC’d people.
A security-sensitive bug usually remains private until a fix is
shipped in a new release and after a time to ensure that a maximum
number of users updated their version of Firefox. Bugs are usually
made public after six months and a couple of releases. From the
moment a security bug has been privately reported to when a fix is
shipped and the bug is set public, all information about that bug is
handled carefully to avoid an unmitigated vulnerability becoming
known and exploited before Mozilla releases a fix (0-day).
Moreover, Mozilla asks contributors to be careful not to disclose sensitive information about the bug in public places, such
as Bugzilla. They should not add public bugs in the duplicate,
depends on, blocks, regression, regressed by, or see also
sections if these bugs could give hints about the nature of the
security issue. In our study, we analyze only the public security
vulnerabilities tagged as regressions in Mozilla’s Bugzilla.
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2.2

Related work

Incorrect bug fixes: Despite its omnipresence, code change is
perhaps the least understood and most complex aspect of the development process [42]. However, code changes, such as bug fixes, are
not bulletproof as they are written by human [51]. Some fixes either
do not solve the problem entirely or even introduce new ones.
Previous studies have investigated incorrect bug fixes [4, 31,
42, 44, 51]. For instance, Sliwerski et al. [44] proposed a way to
automatically locate fix-inducing changes and studied the incorrect
fix ratios in Eclipse and Mozilla. They identified that developers
make more bug fixing mistakes on Fridays.
Yin et al. [51] presented a characteristic study on incorrect bugfixes from four large operating systems, investigating not only the
mistake patterns during bug fixes but also the possible human reasons in the development process when these incorrect fixes were
performed. They found that at least 14.8% ∼ 24.4% of fixes for postrelease bugs are incorrect and impact end users. Developers and
reviewers involved in incorrect fixes usually do not have enough
knowledge about the code under analysis. For example, 27% of the
incorrect fixes are made by developers who have never touched the
files associated with the fix. However, traditional bugs are conceptually different from software vulnerabilities [10]. Therefore, evidence
about the former may not translate to the latter. For this reason,
further studies are needed to investigate regression vulnerabilities
introduced by incorrect bug fixes.
Security regression detection: Keeping software systems permanently secure is challenging: changes either in the system itself
or in its environment may introduce new threats and software
vulnerabilities [19]. Regression testing is performed to ensure that
changes made to existing software do not cause unintended effects
on unchanged parts of the software and that the changed parts
behave as intended [11, 36]. Therefore, a combination of regression
and security testing, called security regression testing, which ensures that changes made to a system do not harm its security, is
of high significance [18]. Mehta [38] underlined the importance of
regression testing while verifying the vulnerabilities of a system.
Furthermore, Felderer and Fourneret [18] identified a retest-all
approach as the most commonly applied regression testing technique for regression vulnerability detection. However, they also
stated how retest-all has significant limitations in terms of fault
detection and localization. In our study, we further investigate
whether and how developers ensure security during bug fixes in
practice. For example, we study whether developers use regression
detection tools when fixing the bugs or reviewing the fix changes.

3

METHODOLOGY

Our goal is to gain a deeper knowledge on regression vulnerabilities,
in particular how and why they are introduced. We run a case study
based on a mixed-method approach to collect different types of
qualitative and quantitative evidence.

3.1

Research Questions

We structured our study around three main research questions.
First, we focus on understanding the circumstances around the
introduction of regression vulnerabilities. Thus, we investigate
whether security is a developer’s concern during bug fixes:
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Bug 1603088

11/12/2019
Bug report
opened (T1)
06/01/2020
Depends on
Change D58731

Vulnerability 1614101

08/01/2020
Bug fix &
Vulnerability
introduced (T2)
Vulnerability
not identified

19/02/2020
Depends on
Change D63385
07.02.2020
Bug report
opened (T3)

04/03/2020
Security fix (T4)
28/02/2020
Regressed by
Bug 1603088

Regression vulnerability not identified

Figure 1: Timeline of a regression vulnerability in Mozilla.

RQ1 . To what extent is software security discussed during the
bug fixing process?
After assessing the role of software security in the bug-fixing
process, we aim to understand the causes that led to the introduction
of regression vulnerabilities. Thus, we ask:
RQ2 . What are the causes behind regression vulnerabilities?
Finally, we investigate developers’ perceptions of regression
vulnerabilities through semi-structured interviews.
RQ3 . How do developers perceive regression vulnerabilities?

3.2

Vulnerability-Inducing Bug Fixes Analysis

Figure 1 presents the timeline of a regression vulnerability in Mozilla.
We see that a bug report 1603088 was opened on 11/12/2019 (T1) and
later fixed on 06/01/2020 (T2). However, the bug fix introduced a
vulnerability in the code. On 07/02/2020, a new bug report 1614101
was opened to report a vulnerability (T3). It was identified as a
regression of the first bug fix only on 28/02/2022 (T3). Finally the
vulnerability was fixed on 04/03/2020 (T4).
To study regression vulnerabilities that happened in the history of Mozilla, we manually analyzed (1) the bug reports labeled
as defects that introduced regression vulnerabilities (e.g., Bug
1603088 in Figure 1) and (2) the bug reports of the security issues
tagged as regressions (e.g., Vulnerability 1614101 in Figure 1).
To retrieve the regression software vulnerabilities, we queried
Bugzilla with the settings: Keywords: sec-high, sec-critical,
sec-moderate, sec-incident, sec-low, and Regressed by: (is
not empty). Subsequently, we retrieved information on bugs inducing vulnerabilities by accessing the bug reports referenced in
the ‘Regressed by’ field of the vulnerabilities’ reports. We filtered
out the reports labeled as enhancements or tasks; instead, we analyzed only the bug reports labeled as defects, as well as the reports
of the vulnerabilities they regressed.
In our manual analysis, we first analyzed the report of the bug
that introduced the vulnerability (the vulnerability-inducing bug,
Bug 1614101 in Figure 1) and also the report of the regression
vulnerability (Vulnerability 1614101 in Figure 1) by going through
their descriptions and titles provided by the bug reporters, and
the discussion comments left in the reports by the developers. We
performed an open card sort [46] to extract emerging themes from
the comments of the bug reports of both the vulnerability-inducing
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bug (1603088?) and the regression vulnerability (1614101). The
first author created self-contained units, then sorted them into
themes. The units were interactively sorted several times to ensure
the themes’ integrity. The last author reviewed the final themes.
Through discussions around the themes, we evaluated controversial
answers, reduced potential bias caused by wrong interpretations of
comments from the bug reports, and strengthened the confidence
in the card sorting output (available in our replication package [7]).
Moreover, we applied the General Defect Classification scheme
(GDC) [17, 40] to classify (1) the bugs, (2) the bugs’ fixing code
changes (T2 in Figure 1), and (3) the regression vulnerabilities. The
GDC scheme classifies code review comments, static analysis tool
warnings, technical comments or suggestions, and code analysis.
Due to the broader scope of the bug reports, GDC can help deriving
meaningful results from the manual analysis.
To complete our investigation, we classified the collected regression vulnerabilities using the Common Weakness Enumeration
(CWE) taxonomy [39]. CWE is a comprehensive list of common programming errors that can lead to a vulnerability. In addition, CWE’s
documentation provides details about the security issues, such as
description, relationship to other CWEs, consequences of the security weakness, examples of code snippets, common attack patterns,
and notes related to its maintenance and possible research gaps.
The current version of CWE list includes 922 security weaknesses.
Due to its cause-based categorization, it can help identify and prevent common programming errors that might lead developers to
introduce vulnerabilities in the application’s code.

3.3

Semi-structured Interviews

To investigate the developers’ perspective on regression vulnerabilities, we performed a set of one-to-one semi-structured interviews [37] with software developers at Mozilla. Semi-structured
interviews rely on interview guidelines containing general groupings of topics and questions rather than a strict pre-determined
set of questions [3, 37]. Therefore, the interviewer can adjust the
interview flow based on the answers. In semi-structured interviews,
participants can share their thoughts and perceptions while providing researchers with the opportunity to explore new ideas as they
emerge during the interview [34, 35]. Given these characteristics,
semi-structured interviews are often used in exploratory studies to
“find out what is happening [and] to seek new insights” [47].
Semi-structured interviews help us collect developers’ descriptions, experiences, observations, and assessments of how Mozilla
developers deal with regression vulnerabilities. The semi-structured
interviews complement the previously conducted analysis of bug
reports as these may not completely reflect the bug fixing process:
e.g., developers may not describe the reasoning behind all decisions
taken during the bug fix.
The interview guideline was collectively developed and revised
several times by the authors of this paper. The main path of the
final interview guideline has eleven questions. In the following, we
describe the main topics within our guideline.
(1) Introduction and background. We start each interview spending a few minutes explaining who we are and our research. We
review the main points of the consent form interviewees signed
prior to the interviews and answer any questions. Subsequently,
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we ask questions about the participants’ backgrounds (e.g., their
programming experience and current role). This discussion serves
as an icebreaker and provides us with some context.
(2) Bug fixing. In this part of the interview, we ask general questions about the bug fixing process. First, we ask participants to
explain the bug fixing process at Mozilla. Although Mozilla has
publicly available documentation on the processes followed by
its developers, teams and individual developers can adjust these
guidelines to suit their needs or the products they are developing.
Moreover, we ask participants their definition of regression during
fixes and whether specific tests or guidelines exist for regressions.
(3) Regression vulnerabilities. In this step, we introduce the
topic of regressions vulnerabilities and ask specific questions about
it. We aim to understand how participants deal with this type of
regression and whether they are any different from other types
of regressions (e.g., performance regressions). In addition, we also
inquire about the methods and practices the interviewees follow to
avoid introducing regression vulnerabilities while fixing a bug.
(3) Advice for novices. We ask participants about the main challenges they face when dealing with regression vulnerabilities. We
also discuss what has proven most helpful during these activities.
Finally, we ask what advice they would give novice developers
regarding security during bug fixes and regression vulnerabilities.
(4) Wrap-up. We conclude the interviews with wrap-up questions
to collect final feedback from the participants.
We conducted the interviews through a video-conferencing application. After obtaining the participants’ consent, we recorded
the interviews. The audio of each interview was then transcribed
and divided into smaller coherent units for subsequent analysis.
Moreover, we performed card sorting [46] to extract emerging
themes from the interviews. We followed a similar process as in
the analysis of the bug reports (see Section 3.2): The first and second authors created self-contained units, then sorted them into
themes. To ensure the themes’ integrity, the authors interactively
sorted the units several times until the final themes were reached.
Through discussions among the authors involved in this process, we
evaluated controversial answers, reduced potential bias caused by
wrong interpretations of a participant’s answer, and strengthened
the confidence in the card sorting output. The complete interview
guideline, the transcripts of the interviews, and the card sorting
outputs are available in our replication package [7].
Recruiting Participants. To recruit participants for the interviews, we contacted software developers from Mozilla who reported
a vulnerability-inducing bug (T1) or a software vulnerability (T3), as
well as the developers assigned as bug maintainers of these reports.
We also contacted developers at Mozilla in the authors’ personal
network. For each interview participant, we donated 30 USD to
the Mozilla Foundation or a charity chosen by the interviewee as a
token of appreciation for their time and effort.

4

RESULTS

In this section, we report the results of our study.
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4.1
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Regression Vulnerabilities and Bug Reports

In total, Bugzilla returned 6,667 public bug reports of security issues
when we applied the keywords filter (Section 3.2). By filtering these
vulnerability with the key Regressed by: (is not empty), we
retrieved 187 regression vulnerabilities reports (T3 in Figure 1).
Then, we proceeded to retrieve the bug reports (T1 in Figure 1) of
the fixes that introduced the vulnerabilities using the bug id listed
in the Regressed by field of the regression vulnerabilities reports.
In total, 78 regression vulnerabilities were introduced by bug reports
labeled as defects, 77 by reports labeled as enhancements, and
28 by reports labeled as tasks. This label was blank or not set in
four reports. In our study, we only consider the vulnerabilities
regressed by bug reports labeled as defects. Moreover, seven bug
fixes introduced more than one regression vulnerability at a time. In
these cases, we considered the vulnerability-inducing bug reports
and their fix changes (T2 in Figure 1) only once in our analysis.
After applying these exclusion criteria, we could use data from 78
regression vulnerability reports and 72 vulnerability-inducing bug
reports for the analysis.
Among the 78 regression vulnerabilities considered in our study,
68 occurred in Mozilla Core, 5 in the Toolkit, 3 in Firefox, 1 in the
NSS project, and 1 in the GeckoView project. In total, 39 regression
vulnerabilities were defined as normal severity (i.e., they blocked
non-critical functionality and a workaround existed), 25 regression vulnerabilities were defined as critical or serious (i.e., a major
functionality/product was severely impaired and a workaround
did not exist), two vulnerabilities were defined as small or trivial
(i.e., cosmetic issues, low or no impact to users), one vulnerability
was defined as a blocker (i.e., blocked the development/testing and
might have impacted more than 25% of the users, caused data loss,
potential chemspill, and no workaround was available), and 11 regression vulnerabilities did not have their severity defined. Figure 2
shows the severity of the analyzed regression vulnerabilities.
Moreover, most regression vulnerabilities (43) were prioritized
as P1, which means they should be fixed in the current release
cycle. In total, 12 vulnerabilities were P2, i.e., to fix in the next or

following release cycle, two were set as P3 (backlog), and 21 did not
have their priority set. No regression vulnerability was set as “will
not fix, but accept a patch.” Figure 2 presents the priorities of the
regression vulnerabilities analyzed in our study. The bug reports
of the regression vulnerabilities remained open for a median of 11
days. Most regression vulnerabilities’ reports (53) were closed in
less than 20 days, six of them were closed in one day or less. We
also detected a case of a regression vulnerability closed only after
137 days.
Considering the bug fixes that led to these vulnerabilities, we
found that 57 had normal severity, eight were critical or serious
bugs, three were trivial or minor bugs, one was a catastrophic bug,
and three did not have a set severity level. The priority of the bugs
was almost evenly distributed: 20 were P1; 16 were P2; 19 were P3;
and 17 of them did not have a set priority. Figures 2 and 3 show the
severity and priority of the analyzed vulnerability-inducing bug
fixes, respectively.
The analyzed bug reports were open between February 2007 and
December 2020 and took a median of 37.5 days to be closed. In total,
6 bug reports were closed in one day or less, while 23 bug reports
remained open for more than 90 days. Nine bug reports remained
open for more than 1,100 days.

4.2

RQ1 . Security in the Bug Fixing Process

Our first research question investigates whether security is taken
into account during the bug fixing process, looking at bug fixes
that led to the introduction of regression vulnerabilities.
The bug reports had a median of 17 comments from 10 different
authors (bots excluded). A bug report that spent 36 days open had
the highest number of comments (214) made by 18 different authors.
Three bug reports had only three comments, and two of them were
closed in one day or less. Finally, seven bug reports contained only
bot comments.
We manually analyzed the comments in the bug reports. Only
in five bug reports the commenters expressed a concern about the
security impacts of the bug fixes. For instance, Comment 27 of Bug
Report 471015 stated: “Fixing that would require more or less a
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complete rewrite of the fieldset code. Frame-splitting code tends
to be very fragile and a great source of security bugs. Do we really
want to land that rewrite on stable branches?” In addition, Comment
27 in Bug Report 1450965 requested security experts to review the
bug fix: “if we want to land on possible solution in comment 11, we
will need someone from security team to take a look if the proposed
solutions are ok.” In total, four bug reports had comments indicating
that the bug might have been security-related. For instance, in Bug
Report 1513201, Comment 16 said: “[Triage Comment] Fixes a
security-sensitive crash, approved for 65.0b5.”
Moreover, commenters pressured the maintainers for fixes in
four bug reports. For instance, Bug Report 471015 remained 3,990
days opened and 57 developers left 73 comments. Comment 46 said:
“If this is the way, Mozilla wants to handle this problem, maybe this
bug should be declared as ‘wont fix.’ Otherwise, a fixing date would
be very kind. I know that there might be more important things
to do, but . . . this bug is going to be 5 years old!?!” Comment 49
said: “I don’t intend to be nasty but this bug is open for way too
long (I’ve open the same myself in 2003 with Bug Report 191308)
and nobody seems to care to correct it –> this is *MORE* than 10
years!” Security was not addressed in any comment of this bug.
Nine reports were reopened after the regression vulnerability
was identified, indicating that their bug fixes were updated to remove the security flaw in the code. The remaining regression vulnerabilities were fixed through their own changesets. In addition,
ten bug reports are regressions caused by previous bug fixes. In
other three bug reports, comment authors demonstrated concern
about the possibility of the fix being a regression. For instance, the
reporter of Bug Report 1459905 said: “[Regression range]: This
seems to be an old regression, I was not able to reproduce it on FF
4.0, I will follow up with a regression range as soon as possible.”
A total of nine bug reports had comments stating the bugs were
non-trivial to understand or fix. For instance, Comment 24 of Bug
Report 471015 mentioned: “Based on bug [report] 463350 Comment
17, it sounds like our (currently-disabled) frameset-breaking code
is pretty broken, and a safe fix-up would require some non-trivial
rewriting, which could be scary to land on branches (and could
potentially open us up).” In addition, Comment 2 of Bug Report
1557765 said: “This bug has a pretty high technical level and I
do not have the skill to understand it or confirm it. I will set its
component as (Core) Performance and hope that a [developer] can
have a more appropriate opinion on it.”
Moreover, Comment 34 of Bug Report 371787 reports that a
trick would be needed to ensure the correctness of the code: “Some
trickiness would be needed to ensure getEndPositionOfChar and
getExtentOfChar don’t include any letter-spacing or word-spacing
that comes after it. I haven’t handled that . . . I’m inclined to leave
that to a follow-up.” This bug stayed open for 4,650 days and had 51
comments from 36 different authors. The comments in the report
included it not being a trivial bug to fix (“It’s not trivial to get
working.” — Comment 7) and a discussion about hiring a software
developer to fix the bug (“How likely are you to submit a patch
to implement or pay someone to do so on your behalf, [Author
X]?” and “Who can do it? - I would like to spend some money to
solve this issue. Maybe we can share the costs??”— Comments 14
and 16, respectively). After more than five years, the bug report
was closed and reopened again as it was identified as the cause
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of a regression vulnerability: “Yes, it was disabled in bug 1599173
because of a serious regression, and then re-enabled when fixed.”
Although they introduced regression vulnerabilities in the code,
some authors of bug fixes were initially acknowledged for their
work. For instance, Comment 33 of Bug Report 1231213 complimented the work done in its patch: “Truly fantastic work on this
entire patch set. The future looks very bright for ServiceWorkers
in Gecko!” However, this bug fix introduced a regression vulnerability of normal severity with P1 priority that took 50 days to be
fixed. In addition, Comment 4 of Bug Report 1052579 said: “It’s a
good tactic. :-) I used it in bug 991981 five years ago. It can be a bit
of a sprawling tactic, but that’s how the cookie crumbles. :-| [at]
least you aren’t doing it for a security bug.” In this case, the bug fix
introduced a critical regression vulnerability that was fixed within
seven days after being reported.
Finding 1. Security was rarely a concern among the comments in the issue reports of bugs whose fixing introduced
vulnerability regressions.

4.3

RQ2 . Causes of regression vulnerabilities

We applied GDC [17, 40] to manually classify the changes made in
the 72 vulnerability-inducing bug fixes considered in our study. We
classified the bug fixes into six categories: structural, resource, large
defects or complex files, timing, logic, and check defects. Figure 4
shows the results of our analysis.
In total, we classified two bug fixes as check defects. These defects result from missing or incorrect data validation, such as parameters, simple or complex variables, and return values. The logic
category of defects results from logical errors in computation or the
control flow. The difference between check and logic defects is that
former validates incorrect or correct values (null checks or true and
false conditions), while the latter looks for correct comparisons (A
is greater or less than B). We classified six bugs as caused by logic
defects.
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Figure 4: Causes of the vulnerability-inducing bug fixes and
regression vulnerabilities.
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In total, six bug were caused by timing defects, which happen
when multiple threads operate on shared resources. These defects
include race conditions and protecting resources with synchronization primitives. In addition, the resource category includes defects
that happened while handling resources (e.g., memory buffer, sessions, and connections). Developers create custom resources according to the requirements; therefore, defects introduced while
handling such data structures are also part of the resource category. In total, we classified 15 bug fixes as resource defects. For Bug
Report 1530178, its bug was due to both logic and resource defects.
Moreover, we identified 34 bug fixes as structural defects. This
category of defects includes the organization of code. For instance,
a developer may introduce a bug by moving a functionality from
one module to another, removing duplicate or complex code, long
subroutine, or dead code. In addition, we also considered the complexity of the bug fix. Large defects that contains bug reports with
multi-part fixes or where the fixes are distributed across multiple
files. This is because we note that ten bug fixes that introduced
security regressions are also either large or complex in nature.
We further investigated the causes of the regression vulnerabilities to identify the developers’ mistakes during the bug fixes
that introduced them. We identified 116 flaws in the vulnerabilityinducing bug fixes, which we classified into 26 Common Weaknesses Enumeration (CWEs). In total, 34 regression vulnerabilities
have use after free (CWE-416) flaws in the code. This CWE has a
low base score (4.7), i.e., a low sum of the impact and exploitability scores, and happens when the code references memory after it
has been freed causing a program to crash, use unexpected values,
or execute code. The second most frequent security flaw in the
bug fixes was improper check or handling of exceptional conditions
(CWE-703, 16). This vulnerability occurs when the code does not
properly anticipate or handle exceptional conditions that rarely occur during the normal operation of the application. Finally, the third
most common vulnerabilities were buffer copy without checking size
of input (CWE-120, 7) and improper control of a resource through
its lifetime (CWE-664, 7). The former happens when the code performs operations on a memory buffer reading from or writing to a
memory location that is outside of the intended boundary of the
buffer. The latter occurs when the software does not properly follow
instructions on how to create, use, and destroy resources leading
to unexpected behaviors and exploitable states. Table 1 shows the
CWEs causing the regression vulnerabilities we analyzed.
Finding 2. Structural and resource defects are prevalent
causes of bugs. Whereas most of the regression vulnerabilities
induced by the fixes of these bugs occur due to defects related
to resources.

Knowledge on the causes of defects and security vulnerabilities
might support practitioners in preventing these defects from happening. For instance, projects might adopt technologies less prone
to defects related to memory resources.
Following, we investigated how the regression vulnerabilities
were detected and reported. In total, 30 of the regression vulnerabilities were found and reported by Mozilla’s users. For instance, the
reporter of Bug Report 1670358 said: “We came across this when
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Table 1: Categories of the regression vulnerabilities according to the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE).
CWE
CWE-416
CWE-703
CWE-120
CWE-664
CWE-119
CWE-662
CWE-911
CWE-665
CWE-131
CWE-20
CWE-366
CWE-200
CWE-79
CWE-730
CWE-177
CWE-451
CWE-465
CWE-470
CWE-185
CWE-130
CWE-190
CWE-227
CWE-522
CWE-415
CWE-241
CWE-228

Name
Use after free
Improper check or handling
of exceptional conditions
Buffer copy without checking size
of input
Improper control of a resource
through its lifetime
Improper restrictions of operation
within the bound of a memory buffer
Improper synchronization
Improper update of reference count
Improper initialization
Incorrect calculation of buffer size 4
Improper input validation
Race condition within a thread
Exposure of sensitive information
to an unauthorized actor
Improper neutralization of input during
web page generation
Denial of service
Improper handling of URL encoding
User Interface (UI) misrepresentation
of critical information
Pointer issues
Use of externally-controlled input
to select class or code
Incorrect regular expression
Improper handling of length
parameter inconsistency
Integer overflow or wraparound
API Abuse
Insufficiently protected credentials
Double free
Improper handling of unexpected
data type
Improper handling of syntactically
invalid structure

Count
34
16
7
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

we were working on something similar to a ChaosMode feature
where we wanted to make array reallocation happen more often.”
This vulnerability was caused by a use after free flaw (CWE-416)
introduced seven years before by the fix of the Bug Report 877762.
It was reported as CVE-2020-26960 with a high base score (9.3).
The remaining vulnerabilities were identified by dynamic analysis tools (24) (e.g., address sanitizers [24]), crashes due to user usage
(15), and assertion failures (10). Concerning the detection of vulnerabilities from the users, Mozilla provides the crash reports through
their ‘crash-stat’ website [28]. In addition, Mozilla also allows users
to custom build the artifacts with switches such as -enable-debug
and enable-crash-on-assert to enable additional logging and
crash dump generation. For instance, Mozilla’s mozilla-central
code repository can be built with the -enable- debug switch to
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enable the debug logging. This way, maintainers can obtain more
knowledge about a defect, facilitating its fixing.
Finding 3. Dynamic analysis tools played an essential role
in finding the analyzed regression vulnerabilities.

4.4

RQ3 . Developers’ perception on regression
vulnerabilities

We interviewed five Mozilla software developers. Two of them are
security experts, while the others have management or development roles. Moreover, participants have between 10 and 24 years of
experience contributing to Mozilla. On average, they commented on
8,146 bug reports, which indicates they were involved in their bug
fixes. Participants were assigned to an average of 919 bug reports.
In these cases, they were directly involved in the bug fixes. Finally,
they reviewed on average 1,684 patches in Mozilla’s repositories.
Table 2 summarizes the background of the interviewees.
The interviews’ card sorting analysis revealed 100 cards of 9
main categories and 59 sub-categories. We considered each card
only once per interview. Overall, all developers discussed security
concerns and the practices adopted during bug fixes at Mozilla (15
cards). Additional findings emerged that were not envisioned as
part of the focus of our study. However, they are still important to
report. For instance, security bugs are more complex to be fixed
than other types of bugs: e.g., they are harder to identify using tests
as writing security-specific tests can expose a potential weakness to
malicious attackers. I2 mentioned: “[security] is a lot more complex
than general bugs. We cannot just add a test that says we will check
for this vulnerability because that will paint a target on the change.”
Moreover, developers also mentioned the use of security bugs as
a way to mentor junior developers. For instance, I1 stated: “We use
security bugs as a good mentoring tool for junior developers. The
senior developers may not have the time to do the fix themselves,
but it gives them an option . . . to teach that part of the code to maybe
some new hires we have or more junior people to solve it and then
they learn the kind of the security impacts and assumptions that
happen in that part of the code.” However, this training may lead
to potentially harmful assumptions when ensuring security during
bug fixes. Since junior developers receive security training, the
security team does not worry too much about fixing patches but
focuses on patches introducing new features, as reported by I1.
Table 2: Demographics of the interviews participants.
ID
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

Role
Security engineer
Maintainer
Engineering manager
Developer &
Engineering manager
Security engineer &
Tech lead

C. Years
24
10
18
11

R.C.
22,910
3,797
2,682
4,607

A.T.
2,504
715
347
607

P.R.
6,703
442
750
287

12

6,738

422

242

C. years = Years contributing to Mozilla; R.C. = Bug reports the
participant commented on; A.T. = Bug reports assigned to
the participant; P.R. = Reviewed patches.

Finding 4. Interviewees stated that security bugs are more
complex to be fixed than other types of bugs. Security bugs
are used as a mentoring tool to train junior developers.

Developers also mentioned the role of tests in ensuring security
during bug fixes (10 cards). I2 reported that adding tests is required
during the bug fix process when test coverage is too low. In addition,
when asked what their team does to identify possible regression
vulnerabilities during bug fixes, I4 replied: “mostly review and the
automated testing, so the developers review each other’s patches
trying to identify if there are possibilities for regressions and then
after the patch is actually accepted and everything. We test them
automatically and manually to ensure that there are no regressions.”
However, three interviewees (I2, I3, and I5) highlighted that
regressions may happen despite tests as they may not cover all
platforms or all possible code interactions. For instance, I5 said:
“There is always this type of regression that only reproduces in
very certain environments under very certain conditions (...) that
are really not possible for us to easily find in in an automated way.”
To mitigate this issue, Mozilla has a Quality Assurance team that
periodically manually runs a list of regression tests (as mentioned
by I4). Moreover, I1 reported that each part of Mozilla’s code has a
designated set of people with security experience that reviews and
approve code changes.
Finding 5. Tests are required during bug fixes at Mozilla.
Yet, tests may not detect regressions as they can not cover
complex interaction scenarios.

Developers also discussed the tool support to detect vulnerabilities (26 cards). For instance, I2 said: “We have extensive tooling to
avoid [regression vulnerabilities]. So, when we run tests, we have
things like address sanitizers, static analysis that will flag potential
problems before the patch goes into review.” Static analysis tools
that developers at Mozilla use to identify vulnerabilities are also employed to avoid regression vulnerabilities during bug fixes (I1, I3, I4,
and I5). Despite the benefits of these tools, security vulnerabilities
can still go undetected: e.g., I4 reported: “We have the static analysis
tools but we will not find them preventing so many security issues.”
Improving analysis tools would further reduce the number of
regression vulnerabilities (2 cards). I4 reported: “I think there is
a lot of room for improvements in [the static analysis] area to
identify common [security] mistakes.” However, developers could
not provide any concrete suggestions on how to improve these
tools. As I3 said: “I’m not aware of much that we could add at this
point that we have not already tried.”
In total, we identified 11 cards about fuzzing. Four interviewees mentioned fuzzing as a way of identifying vulnerabilities
in Mozilla’s code. For instance, I4 reported: “[Fuzzing] is another
thing we do that is super helpful (...) to prevent a lot of security
bugs.” Moreover, I1 mentioned a specific fuzzing testing team that
reviews bug fixes so that they do not introduce regression vulnerabilities: “so depending on the bug, I have a fuzz testing team that is
looking for security bugs specifically.” The advantages of fuzzing
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go beyond detecting vulnerabilities, as fuzzing provides developers
with information to better understand the root cause of code issues.
I5 highlighted the efficiency of fuzzing in finding regression vulnerabilities: “Other way we find regressions really early is fuzzing.
Fuzzing is a very effective method for finding regressions, simply
because once you have fuzzing in place, you can automate it very
easily.” However, fuzzing may be a costly activity, as mentioned
by I1: “It makes the builds run slower, so we cannot ship it that
way, but it does catch those kinds of bugs sooner.” Fuzzers do not
run for every bug fix at Mozilla (as reported by I4 and I5) but only
periodically to check for defects in the code.
Developers also mentioned the importance of using Address
Sanitizers (ASANs) to detect use after free and out-of-bound vulnerabilities in C/C++ code. For instance, I5 mentioned: “If we would
remove ASANs from our testing, we would have significantly less
detection rate for memory corruption vulnerabilities. Like when
address sanitizer was introduced into our testing workflow six to
eight years ago . . . we found a ton of longstanding use after free
bugs that would otherwise be really hard to detect because they do
not necessarily manifest these crashes or have any other side effects
if they are not being exploited right now. So you could say that
deploying certain types of sanitizers is primarily for detecting more
security vulnerabilities.” In our previous analysis, we found that use
after free caused 43% of the investigated regression vulnerabilities
(see Section 4.3 and Table 1). In addition, 30% of the regression
vulnerabilities were detected through ASANs (see Section 4.3).
Finding 6. Tools play an important role in the detection of
software vulnerabilities at Mozilla. However, tools need to be
improved to better support developers in avoiding to introduce
regression vulnerabilities during bug fixes.
Two interviewees stated that Mozilla has no guidelines to avoid
introducing regression vulnerabilities during bug fixes. Despite
not having specific security guidelines, vulnerabilities are still considered more severe than functional regressions. This way, they
receive more visibility and are investigated more quickly (I4). Moreover, how to deal with a regression vulnerability in Mozilla’s code
depends on its impact. I2 reported: “If the regression has a very
large impact, we are going to back out the change that caused the
regression instead of fixing the bug. We do that first, then we fix
the original bug again, and this time we do it correctly. In the case
of a normal bug, that does not happen, obviously.”

Finding 7. Mozilla does not have a guideline to avoid introducing regression vulnerabilities during bug fixes. Yet, they
are considered more severe than other type of regressions.

5

LIMITATIONS

In this section, we report the limitations of this study and how we
mitigated them.
Our analysis was limited only to regression vulnerabilities that
happened at Mozilla. Mozilla is a popular open-source project with
a vast number of active contributors that follow state-of-the-art
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software development practices. However, despite these characteristics, Mozilla might not represent other development contexts. For
instance, the culture of a company may influence what happens during the bug fixing process (e.g., through the use of company-specific
guidelines). For this reason, we cannot exclude that a similar study
conducted in a different company might lead to different results.
In our investigation, we considered only public regression vulnerabilities returned by our query of Mozilla’s Bugzilla as well as
the bug fixes linked as the cause of these regressions. The bug tracking system might include private regression vulnerabilities, which
are not publicly available for external investigations. Nonetheless,
we cannot exclude that including these regression vulnerabilities
in our analysis may lead to different results.
Moreover, the mozregression tool (that Mozilla uses to identify
the bug fix that caused a regression) may give inaccurate results.
To mitigate this issue, Mozilla developers need to manually review
the information provided by the tool and approve it. This strengthens our confidence in the fact that the evaluated bug fixes indeed
introduced regression vulnerabilities.
To mitigate mono-method bias [15], we collected data from both
bug reports and interviews with software developers and used cardsorting to identify common themes. In the interviews, we followed
guidelines to avoid biasing the participants’ answers. Nonetheless,
we cannot exclude that the interview settings might have influenced
participants to provide more desirable answers [33]. To mitigate
this bias, we challenged and triangulated our findings with the
results of the analysis of the bug reports. Furthermore, interview
participants might have given socially acceptable answers to appear
in a positive light. To mitigate this social desirability bias [30], we
informed participants that the responses would been anonymized
and evaluated in a statistical form.
To obtain a diverse sample of participants, we invited Mozilla
developers from several teams and roles with different education
levels and development experience. Despite the diversity of the
participants’ backgrounds, we cannot claim that our sample is representative of all Mozilla developers. This might influence the generalizability of our findings.
Participants could freely decide whether to participate in the
interviews or not (self-selection). They were informed about the
interview’s topic and its estimated duration. Moreover, to encourage
developers’ participation we donated to a charity institution on
their behalf. This could have biased the participants’ selection as
only participants who could spare enough time or were interested
in the incentive might have participated.

6

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss how our findings on Mozilla’s security
practices during bug fixes as well as developers’ perception of
regression vulnerabilities can inform research and practice.
Collaboration is key for security. Mozilla has extensive tooling
in place to support developers in detecting security issues in the
code. In addition, developers are required to write tests during the
bug fixing process to identify potential defects introduced by the fix
changes. Yet, despite the benefits of these practices, these alone may
not be enough to detect all possible security issues introduced by the
changes. In fact, even security experts can have difficulties to detect
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vulnerabilities as they need to identify the portions of the code
where to focus their testing and inspection efforts [43]. Interview
participants mentioned Mozilla’s multi-platform support, and code
interactions and complexity as possible reasons behind regression
vulnerabilities. Indeed, Shin et al. [43] studied two open-source
projects, including Mozilla, and found evidence that complexity
can make code difficult to understand and test for security.
To help developers avoid regression vulnerabilities, collaboration
between software developers and security experts is fundamental
(as reported by the interview participants). Developers should work
together with a mentor and have stronger collaborations with the
security and testing teams. Braz et al. [8] reported how security
training with a mentor could strengthen developers’ security knowledge. Yet, to learn security, developers must be able to switch from
their traditional conditioning to the attacker’s way of thinking [5].
Junior developers might be paired with a security expert during bug
fixes to learn and improve the security of fix changes. For instance,
at Mozilla, security bugs are used as a mentoring tool to teach
security to junior developers. Further study should be conducted
to investigate whether and how security knowledge transfer can
happen in the bug fixing process. Moreover, approaches should be
devised to better support this knowledge exchange.

and understand the security risks in the tech stack (e.g., programming language) being used. A tech stack is the combination of
technologies a company uses to build and run an application or
project [32]. It typically consists of programming languages, frameworks, a database, front-end tools, back-end tools, and applications
connected via APIs. Choosing the appropriate tech stack is of paramount importance to increase the security of a project. For instance,
Mozilla created the Oxidation project to integrate Rust code in and
around Firefox [21]. They state that roughly 70% of critical security vulnerabilities are caused by memory safety bugs and crashes,
which are considerably less likely to happen using Rust. Indeed,
most of the regression vulnerabilities (RQ2 ) occurred due to defects
related to memory resources, such as buffer copy without checking
size of input (CWE-120). We suggest that, when designing applications, architects should work closely with security experts to select
secure technologies for the project. At the same time, efforts need to
be spend on informing developers about the security aspects of the
project’s tech stack. For instance, to improve software security in a
project, software engineers might receive training on the security
risks of the technology they use.

Never drop your guard. The results for RQ1 provide evidence
that security is rarely a concern among the comments in bug reports at Mozilla. Even though junior developers at Mozilla receive
security training, regression vulnerabilities still happen in practice.
Interview participants reported that the security team assumes this
training reduces the risk of vulnerabilities being introduced during bug fixes. Therefore, they are usually not too worried about
investigating patches for typical vulnerabilities. However, recent research [6, 8] provided initial evidence that security is not routinely
in the mind of developers when reviewing code: e.g., reviewing
changes in the bug-fixing process. This might be the reason why
regression vulnerabilities still occur despite developers’ security
training. In addition, even though developers report caring more
about security than reliability issues [12], only a limited number of
them adopt secure coding practices [48]. For these reasons, companies should reinforce their security policies and security teams
should remain alert for potential vulnerabilities in the code, not
overestimating the effects of security training for non-experts.
The presence of tools may give developers a false sense of security, decreasing their attention to potential vulnerabilities introduced in the code. For instance, developers at Mozilla reported
assuming that tools will detect most vulnerabilities introduced during bug fixes. However, in our study, only 30% of the analyzed
regression vulnerabilities were identified by analysis tools (RQ2 ).
Thus, analysis tools should not be considered as the solution for
software vulnerabilities. Tools should complement, rather than replacing, developers’ training and attention to security. Companies
and team leads should foster a security-oriented development culture, emphasizing the key role that developers play in guaranteeing
the security of the code and investing in training and guidelines to
support them in writing secure applications.

In this paper, we performed an exploratory mixed-method study
to investigate the characteristics of regression vulnerabilities: how,
why, and when these regressions happen as well as how developers
perceive them. To this aim, we inspected 72 Mozilla’s reports of bugs
whose fixing introduced security issues and 78 reports of regression
vulnerabilities. We also conducted semi-structured interviews with
five Mozilla developers involved in the vulnerability-inducing bug
fixes to better understand their perception and practices regarding
regression vulnerabilities.
Our findings indicate that security is not a concern in the comments of vulnerability-inducing bug fixes: Developers discussed
security aspects only in 6% of the analyzed bug reports. The interviews revealed that avoiding regression vulnerabilities is not the
developers’ goal during the bug fixing process. They rely on tools
to detect such issues before they cause problems to the application.
Our results show that most vulnerability-inducing bug fixes were
caused by structural or resource defects. Moreover, most of them
were detected by Mozilla’s users. Yet, dynamic analysis tools also
played a fundamental role in detecting regression vulnerabilities.
Finally, our investigation raises questions on the effectiveness of
currently used methods to ensure security in the software development process, especially during bug fixing. To achieve and maintain
secure applications, companies and project owners should adopt
a more security-oriented culture: e.g., choosing a tech stack that
better supports security and strengthening collaboration between
developers and security experts.

Choosing the right tech stack. Interview participants reported
that to ensure the application’s security, developers need to know
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